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Abstract

Existing studies for emotion recognition in con-001
versation (ERC) focus on modeling conversa-002
tional context, however, they overlook the in-003
fluence of diverse human evaluator panels on004
the emotional annotations of datasets. We ob-005
served in an existing ERC dataset that differ-006
ent evaluator panels for assessed utterances in007
conversations impact the final emotional eval-008
uation results due to the subjective nature of009
each evaluator’s perception and interpretation010
of emotion. To address this issue, we pro-011
pose a novel Expert Adaptive Agreement Net-012
work for Emotion Recognition in Conversation013
(EAAN-ERC), a method designed to imitate014
the evaluation and annotating process of emo-015
tions by diverse evaluator panels. Specifically,016
we first mimic experienced evaluators by set-017
ting up multiple expert models. Subsequently,018
we emulate diverse evaluator panels by adap-019
tively mixing expert models matched with spec-020
ified evaluator panels. Furthermore, we simu-021
late the evaluator panels’ emotional evaluation022
by computing emotional probability and con-023
fidence for the assessed utterance. Ultimately,024
we mimic the agreement of an evaluator panel025
by integrating emotional probability with con-026
fidence. Extensive experiments on the widely027
used ERC dataset IEMOCAP, which to the best028
of our knowledge is the only ERC dataset that029
makes the evaluator panel information publicly030
available, have reflected exceptional results, es-031
tablishing new standards in weighted average032
accuracy and F1-score. These promising results033
demonstrate the efficacy of our EAAN-ERC.034

1 Introduction035

Emotion Recognition in Conversation (ERC) is a036

widely researched task in Natural Language Pro-037

cessing (NLP). Its primary objective is to iden-038

tify the emotional state of a speaker throughout a039

conversation. The ERC task is significant in vari-040

ous applications, such as emotional support (Liu041

et al., 2021; Tu et al., 2022), customer service (Li042

  I mean, one second you think, you know, you're just having a conversation and then 
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Figure 1: A case illustrating the impact of different sets
of evaluators on emotional evaluation results.

Panel

Figure 2: Percentage of conversational utterances eval-
uated by different evaluator panels in the IEMOCAP
(Busso et al., 2008) dataset.

et al., 2019; Lou et al., 2023; Qiu et al., 2020), and 043

more. Identifying emotions in a conversation is 044

challenging due to contextual dependencies. Cur- 045

rent methods, such as recurrence-based approaches 046

(Poria et al., 2017; Majumder et al., 2019; Ghosal 047

et al., 2020; Hu et al., 2021, 2023) focus on par- 048

ticipant speaking order but struggle with distant 049

utterances. To overcome this, graph-based meth- 050

ods (Ghosal et al., 2019a; Shen et al., 2021b; Zhang 051

et al., 2023a) utilize participants’ information and 052

location relationships, enabling query utterances 053

to extract insights from both nearby and distant 054

utterances. 055

However, existing studies focus on modeling 056

conversational context while overlooking the im- 057

pact of diverse human evaluator panels on emo- 058
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tional annotations within conversational utterances.059

In the existing ERC corpus, the process of emo-060

tion annotation primarily includes enlisting human061

evaluators to create diverse evaluator panels. These062

panels subjectively assess the emotions conveyed in063

conversational utterances and then utilize a major-064

ity vote to assign emotional labels. Considering the065

annotation process, we claim that diverse evaluator066

panels can influence emotion evaluation results067

due to the subjective nature of each evaluator’s068

perception and interpretation of emotion. As illus-069

trated in Figure 1, when the evaluator panel {E1,070

E2, E4} assesses a given utterance, the agreement071

yields a frustration result, whereas, with evaluators072

{E2, E4, E12}, the final evaluation result is Sad-073

ness. Additionally, we have noted the presence of074

different evaluator panels in public ERC datasets075

assigned to evaluate distinct utterances. As illus-076

trated in Figure 2, there are 17 distinct evaluator077

panels (marked in different colors) for assessing078

utterances in conversations. For instance, the eval-079

uator panel {E1, E2, E4} evaluated around 50%080

of all conversational utterances in the ERC dataset081

IEMOCAP (Busso et al., 2008). This underscores082

the significance of leveraging evaluator panel in-083

formation for enhancing emotion inference in ERC084

datasets with diverse evaluator panels.085

In this paper, we introduce a novel approach086

called Expert Adaptive Agreement Network for087

Emotion Recognition in Conversation (EAAN-088

ERC). This method is carefully crafted to emulate089

the process of emotion evaluation and annotation090

conducted by diverse evaluator panels. Specifi-091

cally, initially, we formulate an ERC Expert Pool092

Initialization process to mimic evaluators by set-093

ting up multiple expert models. These expert mod-094

els acquire the emotional evaluation knowledge of095

evaluators and serve as foundational components,096

enabling the representation of diverse evaluator097

panels for emotion assessment. In particular, we098

introduce a proxy expert model to stand in for eval-099

uators absent from the training set or those who in-100

frequently participate in evaluations in the training101

set. The advantage of this lies in our model’s abil-102

ity to handle unseen evaluators outside the training103

set or those whose emotion evaluation knowledge104

is challenging to learn due to their limited eval-105

uation samples. Following that, we establish an106

ERC Expert Assignments module to emulate di-107

verse evaluator panels by adaptively mixing expert108

models matched with specified evaluator panels.109

This enables us to utilize models to represent des-110

ignated evaluator panels in existing ERC datasets, 111

ensuring that our method considers the influence 112

of different evaluator panels on emotion evaluation. 113

Moreover, we construct an ERC Expert Evalua- 114

tions module to simulate the emotional evaluation 115

of each evaluator within various evaluator panels, 116

which involves computing emotional probability 117

and confidence for the assessed utterance using the 118

corresponding expert model. This enables an eval- 119

uator panel-specific emotion inference. In the end, 120

we establish an ERC Expert Agreements module to 121

mimic the agreed process of an evaluator panel by 122

integrating emotional probability with confidence. 123

Incorporating each evaluator’s confidence in this 124

integration can, to a certain extent, enhance the 125

assessment of the agreed emotion. 126

To the best of our knowledge, IEMOCAP (Busso 127

et al., 2008) is the only ERC dataset that makes 128

the evaluator panels information associated with 129

each utterance publicly available, facilitating the 130

validation of our proposal’s effectiveness. Conse- 131

quently, we conduct extensive experiments on the 132

widely used ERC dataset IEMOCAP. The experi- 133

mental results show that our EAAN-ERC model 134

performs better than the state-of-the-art models 135

in both weighted average accuracy and F1-score, 136

demonstrating its effectiveness. Overall, the main 137

contributions of this paper are summarized as fol- 138

lows: 139

• We present a novel approach named Expert 140

Adaptive Agreement Network for Emotion 141

Recognition in Conversation (EAAN-ERC). 142

This method is designed to imitate the emo- 143

tion evaluation and annotation process carried 144

out by diverse evaluator panels. 145

• Specifically, we design four components, that 146

is, ERC Expert Pool Initialization, ERC Ex- 147

pert Assignments, ERC Expert Evaluations, 148

and ERC Expert Agreements, to imitate en- 149

listed evaluators, diverse evaluator panels, 150

emotional evaluations, and emotional agree- 151

ments, respectively. 152

• To the best of our knowledge, different from 153

existing studies that model from the perspec- 154

tive of conversational context for ERC, we are 155

the first to model from the perspective of the 156

evaluator panels for more accurate emotion 157

inference in conversations. 158

• We conduct extensive experiments on the 159
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widely-used ERC dataset IEMOCAP. Experi-160

mental results demonstrate that EAAN-ERC161

outperforms the existing state-of-the-art mod-162

els in terms of weighted average accuracy and163

F1-score. This demonstrates the effectiveness164

of our EAAN-ERC in the context of ERC.165

2 Related Work166

2.1 Emotion Recognition in Conversation167

Existing research on Emotion Recognition in Con-168

versations (ERC) primarily focuses on deducing169

emotional categories by constructing models of170

conversational context using recurrence or graph171

propagation structures.172

In recurrence-based approaches, bc-LSTM (Po-173

ria et al., 2017) captures context-level features from174

surrounding utterances based on Long Short Term175

Memories (LSTMs) (Hochreiter and Schmidhu-176

ber, 1997; Graves, 2014). DialogRNN (Majumder177

et al., 2019) utilizes three GRUs to sequentially178

monitor the speaker’s state, contextual information,179

and emotion throughout a conversation. COSMIC180

(Ghosal et al., 2020) employs GRUs to leverage var-181

ious aspects of commonsense knowledge and learn182

interactions between participants. DialogueCRN183

(Hu et al., 2021) integrates reasoning modules over184

multiple turns, employing LSTMs to extract and185

integrate emotional cues from a cognitive perspec-186

tive. CauAIN (Zhao et al., 2022) uses causal clues187

to model speaker dependencies. SACL-LSTM (Hu188

et al., 2023) proposes a contextual adversarial train-189

ing strategy to learn more diverse features from190

context.191

In terms of graph-based methods, DialogueGCN192

(Ghosal et al., 2019a) uses a directed graph to193

model conversational context, representing utter-194

ances as nodes and capturing speaker dependencies195

and positions as edges. This approach effectively196

addresses challenges in context propagation, en-197

abling a comprehensive understanding of the in-198

terplay between speakers. DAG-ERC (Shen et al.,199

2021b) constructs a directed acyclic graph from the200

conversation, considering speaker identity and po-201

sitional relationships to propagate remote and local202

information. SGED+DAG (Bao et al., 2022) ex-203

plores speaker interactions with a one-layer DAG.204

Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017), while not ex-205

plicitly a graph-based method, can be considered206

as such due to the fully connected graph-like nature207

of its self-attention mechanism (Shen et al., 2021c).208

DialogXL (Shen et al., 2021a) enhances XLNet209

(Yang et al., 2019) by incorporating improved mem- 210

ory and dialog-aware self-attention. TODKAT 211

(Zhu et al., 2021) integrates commonsense knowl- 212

edge and a task for detecting topics based on Trans- 213

former. CoG-BART (Li et al., 2022) leverages a 214

response generation task to enhance BART(Lewis 215

et al., 2020a)’s ability. SPCL (Song et al., 2022) 216

proposes supervised prototypical contrastive learn- 217

ing loss for imbalanced classification and difficulty- 218

measure function for curriculum learning to handle 219

extreme samples. MPLP (Zhang et al., 2023c) mim- 220

ics the thinking process of a human being based on 221

BART. HAAN-ERC (Zhang et al., 2023b) employs 222

a hierarchical approach within the Transformer ar- 223

chitecture to model various influences, effectively 224

inferring the emotional category of speakers. Dual- 225

GAT (Zhang et al., 2023a) introduces a novel Dual 226

Graph Attention network to address the oversight 227

of discourse structure in conversation by simulta- 228

neously incorporating complementary elements of 229

discourse structure and speaker-aware context. 230

Unlike the above methods that model from the 231

perspective of conversational context for ERC, this 232

paper models from the perspective of the evalua- 233

tor panels for more accurate emotion inference in 234

conversations. 235

2.2 Label Disagreement Modeling 236

There exist several studies to model disagreed la- 237

bels for emotion recognition based on individual 238

utterances (ERI) (Chou et al., 2022; Wu et al., 2022; 239

Han et al., 2017; Dang et al., 2017; Atcheson et al., 240

2019; Wu et al., 2023a; Sridhar and Busso, 2020; 241

Ando et al., 2019, 2018; Fayek et al., 2016) as well 242

as ERC (Wu et al., 2023b). For ERI, Chou et al. 243

(Chou et al., 2022) propose to leverage the relation 244

between emotions to enhance disagreed label learn- 245

ing. Wu et al. (Wu et al., 2022) propose resolv- 246

ing the issue of inconsistent annotations in hard 247

emotion labels for classification using Bayesian 248

statistics. Han et al. (Han et al., 2017) propose a 249

’soft-prediction’ framework to shape a humanoid 250

emotion prediction. Dang et al. (Dang et al., 2017) 251

propose a paradigm that incorporates the uncer- 252

tainty information of speech frames by explicitly 253

accounting for multi-rater variability in the system. 254

Atcheson et al. (Atcheson et al., 2019) combine 255

Gaussian processes with neural networks, which 256

take advantage of the flexible modeling power of 257

LSTM networks along with the probabilistic han- 258

dling of ambiguity offered by Gaussian processes 259

for continuous emotion recognition from speech. 260
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We et al. (Wu et al., 2023a) propose a Bayesian261

approach called deep evidential emotion regression262

(DEER) to estimate the uncertainty in emotion at-263

tributes from speech. Sridhar et al. (Sridhar and264

Busso, 2020) used regression models with emotion265

uncertainty to predict speech emotion. They uti-266

lized Monte Carlo dropout, which involves multiple267

feed-forward passes through a deep neural network268

using dropout regularization in both training and269

inference. Ando et al. (Ando et al., 2019) introduce270

estimating multi-label emotion existence (MLEE)271

as an auxiliary task to support dominant emotion272

recognition from speech. Ando et al. (Ando et al.,273

2018) utilize ambiguous emotional utterances with274

soft-target training to address the lack of training275

data compared to model complexity. Fayek et al.276

(Fayek et al., 2016) incorporate inter-annotator vari-277

ability for speech emotion recognition. However,278

Different from the above studies which mainly fo-279

cus on soft-prediction of emotion and uncertainty280

estimation for ERI, our approach emphasizes the281

ERC task and aims to imitate the evaluation and282

annotating process of emotions to address the dis-283

turbing subjective perception of evaluator panels.284

To address the inherent ambiguity of emotions285

and the subjectivity of human perception of ERC,286

Wu et al. (Wu et al., 2023b) propose a distribution-287

based ERC approach, which introduces Bayesian288

training loss by conditioning each emotional state289

on an utterance-specific Dirichlet prior distribution,290

and conduct experiments on the IEMOCAP dataset,291

achieving good classification accuracy. Different292

from the distribution-based study, our evaluator293

identity information-based approach considers ad-294

dressing the subjectivity of human perception for295

ERC from the perspective of the imitation of di-296

verse human evaluator panels.297

3 Methodology298

3.1 Problem Definition299

Considering a conversation {u0, u1, ..., uT } com-300

posed of a sequence of utterances, we define ut301

as the t-th utterance in this conversation, where302

t ∈ {0, ..., T}. Each utterance ut is uttered by the303

speaker s(ut) ∈ S, where S is the collection of304

all of the participants. Each utterance ut is eval-305

uated by an evaluator panel e(ut) ⊆ E , where306

E = {E1, E2, ..., E|E|} is the collection of all of the307

evaluators. We define i ∈ {1, 2, ..., |E|}. yit ∈ RC308

is the emotional category label of utterance ut eval-309

uated by the evaluator Ei ∈ e(ut), where C is the310

number of emotion categories. yt ∈ RC is the 311

emotional category label of utterance ut agreed by 312

e(ut). 313

Given an utterance ut to be evaluated, along 314

with its conversational context contextt = 315

{s(u0), u0, ..., s(ut−1), ut−1, s(ut)} and evaluator 316

panel e(ut), our goal is to design a model to predict 317

the emotional category label yt. 318

3.2 Our Model 319

In this section, we introduce our proposed EAAN- 320

ERC model. The overall architecture of this model 321

is illustrated in Figure 3, which comprises four 322

components: ERC Expert Pool Initialization, ERC 323

Expert Assignments, ERC Expert Evaluations, and 324

ERC Expert Agreements. 325

3.2.1 ERC Expert Pool Initialization 326

we first need to create models to represent human 327

evaluators. The process involves counting the eval- 328

uators present in the training set. Each evaluator 329

is then represented by an expert model, denoted as 330

Expert i, which will be used for emotion evaluation. 331

The expert model is composed of three parts: an 332

ERC backbone that learns emotion representation, 333

an emotion classifier that computes emotion logits, 334

and a confidence regressor that calculates the ex- 335

pert model’s confidence in the emotion assessment 336

of the utterance. We define conf. as the abbrevia- 337

tion of confidence. The architecture of each expert 338

model is defined in Equation (1). 339

Rt = ERC Backbone(ut, contextt)

logitst = W1Rt + b1

conf.t = W2Rt + b2

(1) 340

where Rt ∈ RDe , W1 ∈ RC×De , b1 ∈ RC , 341

logitst ∈ RC , W2 ∈ R1×De , b2 ∈ R1, conf.t ∈ 342

R1. De is the dimension of the emotion representa- 343

tion Rt. 344

In particular, we observed in ERC datasets that 345

the number of utterances evaluated by some eval- 346

uators is very small, which may make it difficult 347

for the corresponding expert model to learn the 348

evaluator’s emotional evaluation experience and 349

represent it effectively. To overcome this issue, 350

we sort the evaluators in descending order accord- 351

ing to the number of utterances they evaluated and 352

set a threshold M to filter the Top-M evaluators. 353

we then create expert models to represent the Top- 354

M evaluators. This will result in a pool of expert 355

models called the ERC expert pool (EEP). Each 356
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Figure 3: The overall architecture of our EAAN-ERC.

expert model Expert i is supervised by the emotion357

labels yi evaluated by the corresponding evalua-358

tor Ei to learn the knowledge of this evaluator,359

which is defined in Equation (2). Formally, for360

∀ Expert i ∈ EEP:361

logitsit, ... = Expert i(ut, contextt)

P i
t = Softmax(logitsit)

Li = −
B∑

β=1

T (β)∑
t=1

logP i
β,t[y

i
β,t]

(2)362

where Expert i is one of the experts in the expert363

pool, P i
t ∈ RC denotes the probability distribu-364

tion of emotional categories, B is the number of365

conversations, T (β) is the number of utterances366

in the β-th conversation, yiβ,t is the ground truth367

label evaluated by Ei, and Li is the training loss of368

Expert i.369

In addition, we also set up a proxy expert model,370

namely Expert Proxy, to represent unseen eval-371

uators outside the training set or those who infre-372

quently participate in evaluations in the training set373

(lower than the threshold M ). The training process374

is similar to other expert models. Different from375

other expert models, Expert Proxy is supervised376

by the emotion labels y, which are agreed upon377

by different evaluator panels. This indicates that378

the proxy model trained using these diverse eval-379

uator panels agreed emotion labels is somewhat380

evaluator-independent to a certain extent and is381

more suitable for handling emotion inference of382

unseen evaluators. Finally, the Expert Proxy is383

also placed in the EEP for subsequent procedures.384

Through the above process, we complete the initial-385

ization of the EEP. The expert models within the386

EEP serve as foundational components, enabling387

the representation of various evaluator panels for 388

emotion assessment. 389

3.2.2 ERC Expert Assignments 390

Upon completing the initialization of the EEP, we 391

establish an ERC Expert Assignments module, to 392

assign the corresponding experts to the current ut- 393

terance undergoing evaluation. Specifically, we 394

utilize the evaluator panel e(ut) corresponding to 395

the utterance ut to determine which ERC expert 396

models are designated for the emotion evaluation 397

of ut. If e(ut) is an empty set, signifying that eval- 398

uators for assessing the utterance are unseen, then 399

the Expert Proxy is assigned to conduct the emo- 400

tion evaluation. Conversely, for each Expert i in 401

the EEP, if the evaluator Ei corresponding to the 402

expert model Expert i is present in the evaluator 403

panel e(ut), we assign the expert model Expert i 404

to represent the evaluator Ei for utterance ut. The 405

Expert Proxy is assigned to represent any evalua- 406

tors that Expert i uncovered. 407

In this way, the assigned expert models construct 408

an ERC Expert Set EESt for the emotional evalu- 409

ation of utterance ut. 410

3.2.3 ERC Expert Evaluations 411

Once we have obtained the ERC Expert Set EESt, 412

we employ the expert models within it to assess 413

the emotion conveyed by the utterance ut, de- 414

fined in Equation (3). Specifically, we feed the 415

evaluated utterance ut and its conversation con- 416

text contextt into each expert model within the 417

EESt, obtaining the corresponding emotion logits 418

and confidence values. Formally, we define each 419

Expert j ∈ EESt: 420

logitsjt , conf.
j
t = Expert j(ut, contextt) (3) 421
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The emotion logits are then used to compute emo-422

tion probabilities, while the confidence values de-423

termine the weight of each expert model on the424

utterance in the subsequent steps. The calculation425

of confidence values helps enhance, to a certain426

extent, the assessment of the agreed emotion.427

Subsequently, the emotion logits and confidence428

values obtained earlier are input into respective429

sets named LogitsSett and Conf.Sett, defined in430

Equation (4).431

LogitsSett = {logitsjt |Expert j ∈ EESt}
Conf.Sett = {conf.jt |Expert j ∈ EESt}

(4)432

3.2.4 ERC Expert Agreements433

Each expert model in the EESt has deduced the434

corresponding emotional logits and confidence435

scores for the assessed utterance, which are uti-436

lized to facilitate an agreement among experts for437

deriving the collectively agreed-upon emotional438

evaluation result. Specifically, first, the confidence439

scores in Conf.Sett for the utterance ut undergo440

conversion into confidence probabilities through441

the SoftMax function, serving as weights for the442

emotion logits inferred by each expert model in443

EESt, defined in Equation (5).444

WeightSett = Softmax(Conf.Sett) (5)445

Then, the emotion logits inferred by all expert mod-446

els in EESt undergo weighting and averaging with447

corresponding weights to yield the agreed-upon448

emotional logits. Subsequently, the Softmax func-449

tion is applied to calculate the probability distribu-450

tion Pagree
t of agreed-upon emotions. This process451

is defined in Equation (6).452

logitsagreet = Sum(

Concat(LogitsSett) ∗ Concat(WeightSett))

Pagree
t = Softmax(logitsagreet )

(6)

453

where logitsagreet ∈ RC , Pagree
t ∈ RC .454

Finally, we utilize cross-entropy to calculate the455

error Lagree between the probability distribution456

Pagree
t of agreed-upon emotions and the corre-457

sponding ground truth, defined in Equation (7).458

Lagree = −
B∑

β=1

T (β)∑
t=1

logPagree
β,t [yβ,t] (7)459

3.2.5 Objective Function 460

In the final step, we sum the emotional losses of 461

expert models in the EEP and then weight-average 462

this sum with the loss of emotions after expert 463

agreements, to derive the final loss L serving as 464

the objective function. We employ an optimiza- 465

tion algorithm based on backpropagation, such as 466

Adam(Kingma and Ba, 2014), to update the model 467

parameters, thereby optimizing the objective func- 468

tion. The objective function is defined in Equa- 469

tion (8). 470

L = Lagree + α ∗ Sum{Li|Expert i ∈ EEP} (8) 471

where α > 0 is the weight of ERC expert models’ 472

emotional losses. 473

4 Experiments 474

4.1 Experimental Setup 475

4.1.1 Datasets 476

We assess the effectiveness of our approach using 477

the widely used ERC dataset IEMOCAP (Busso 478

et al., 2008). The statistical findings for the dataset 479

are presented in Table 1, focusing solely on the text 480

modalities within them. The ERC dataset known 481

as IEMOCAP comprises 151 two-way conversa- 482

tions held across five sessions, involving ten unique 483

speakers. The testing phase is specifically allocated 484

to the final session. Within the dataset, there ex- 485

ists a total of 7,433 utterances, each of which is 486

assigned a label representing one of six emotions: 487

happy, sad, neutral, angry, excited, and frustrated. 488

There are a total of 12 human evaluators when 489

annotating this dataset. 5 of them evaluated ut- 490

terances across train and test datasets. Except for 491

these 5 evaluators, 6 of them participated in the 492

evaluation of utterances in train sets, and 1 of them 493

participated in the evaluation of utterances in test 494

sets. Due to the absence of a predefined validation 495

set in the dataset, we adhere to the methodology 496

employed in prior studies (Hazarika et al., 2018; 497

Ghosal et al., 2019a; Hu et al., 2023) and randomly 498

extract 10% of the training conversations in IEMO- 499

CAP as validation sets. 500

4.1.2 Baselines 501

To ensure a comprehensive evaluation of EAAN- 502

ERC, we perform a comparative analysis, compar- 503

ing our model against the following existing works: 504
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Table 1: Statistics of the dataset.

Train Test Total

# Utterances 5810 1623 7433
# Conversations 120 31 151
# Evaluators(∩+others) 11(5+6) 6(5+1) 12

# Classes 6

bc-LSTM (Poria et al., 2017) employs an505

utterance-level LSTM to capture contextual fea-506

tures. DialogueRNN (Majumder et al., 2019)507

uses three GRUs to track the speaker’s state, con-508

text, and emotion during a conversation. Dia-509

logueGCN (Ghosal et al., 2019b) uses a directed510

graph to represent conversational context. TOD-511

KAT (Zhu et al., 2021) integrates commonsense512

knowledge and a task for detecting topics. CauAIN513

(Zhao et al., 2022) uses causal clues in common-514

sense knowledge to enrich the modeling of speaker515

dependencies. CoG-BART (Li et al., 2022) uses a516

response generation task to enhance BART(Lewis517

et al., 2020b)’s ability. SGED+DAG (Bao et al.,518

2022) is a speaker-guided framework with a one-519

layer DAG that can explore complex speaker inter-520

actions. DAG-ERC (Shen et al., 2021b) builds a521

directed acyclic graph from the conversation to522

capture its underlying structure. SPCL (Song523

et al., 2022) designs a supervised prototypical524

contrastive learning loss to tackle imbalanced clas-525

sification and employs a difficulty-measure func-526

tion for curriculum learning to handle extreme sam-527

ples. COSMIC (Ghosal et al., 2020) utilizes528

GRUs to learn interactions between participants529

and different aspects of commonsense knowledge.530

DialogXL (Shen et al., 2021a) improves XLNet531

by incorporating better memory and dialog-aware532

self-attention. HAAN-ERC(Zhang et al., 2023b):533

leverages dialogue context information to model534

intra-speaker, inter-speaker, intra-modal, and inter-535

modal influences based on the Transformer. Dia-536

logueCRN (Hu et al., 2021) utilizes LSTMs to ex-537

tract emotional cues and reason over multiple turns.538

MPLP (Zhang et al., 2023c) mimics the thinking539

process of a human being. DualGAT (Zhang et al.,540

2023a) combines discourse structure and speaker-541

aware context. SACL-LSTM (Hu et al., 2023)542

design a contextual adversarial training strategy to543

learn more diverse features from context.544

4.1.3 Settings545

We adopt the end-to-end manner to train EAAN-546

ERC. The batch size is set to 2. We use Adam547

Table 2: Comparison of our EAAN-ERC against various
baselines.

Methods w-F1. w-Acc.

bc-LSTM* 62.84 63.08
DialogueRNN* 64.65 64.85
DialogueGCN* 62.11 62.49
TODKAT* 61.33 61.11
CauAIN* 65.01 65.08
CoG-BART* 64.87 65.02
SGED+DAG* 66.27 66.29
DAG-ERC* 66.53 66.54
SPCL* 66.93 66.71
COSMIC 66.22 66.25
DialogXL 65.88 65.78
HAAN-ERC 66.36 66.5
DialogueCRN 68.49 67.63
MPLP 64.89 64.92
DualGAT 65.41 65.57
SACL-LSTM 68.72 68.63

EAAN-ERC (Ours) 69.75 69.83

(Kingma and Ba, 2014) optimizer to train our 548

model. We set the learning rate as 1e − 4 and 549

the number of epochs as 100. The ERC back- 550

bone is the same as (Hu et al., 2023). we run 551

five random seeds and report the average result 552

of the test sets. The key hyper-parameter α is tried 553

in the set {0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9,1.0} 554

(see Appendix B.1). The codes are implemented in 555

PyTorch1. 556

4.2 Model Comparison 557

We conducted a comparative study to evaluate the 558

effectiveness of our EAAN-ERC on the IEMOCAP 559

dataset. We used Weighted F1-score (w-F1.) and 560

Weighted Accuracy (w-Acc.) as evaluation metrics. 561

The results of our experiment can be found in Ta- 562

ble 2. * means the results are from (Hu et al., 2023). 563

In each group, the better-performing method that 564

passed the significant hypothesis test (p-value less 565

than 0.05) is marked in bold. In Table 2, we can 566

observe that our proposed method, EAAN-ERC, 567

outperforms the current state-of-the-art baselines 568

on all metrics. This indicates that, in contrast to 569

existing baselines that do not account for the in- 570

fluence of different evaluator panels, EAAN-ERC 571

effectively addresses the impact of diverse evalu- 572

ator panels on emotion evaluation. Our method 573

implements the idea of imitating the evaluation and 574

annotation process of emotions by diverse evalua- 575

tor panels, which helps enhance the performance 576

of emotion inference in the ERC dataset with di- 577

1Our original codes will be released on GitHub upon ac-
ceptance.
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verse evaluator panels. Overall, these significant578

comparison results demonstrate the efficacy of our579

proposed method.580

4.3 Ablation Study581

In this ablation experiment, we aim to verify the582

importance of Expert Proxy, Expert-specific loss,583

Expert Assignment mechanism, and Expert Con-584

fidence. To verify the importance of these com-585

ponents, we remove them one at a time to eval-586

uate their impacts in terms of w-Acc. and w-F1.587

on the IEMOCAP dataset. The ablation experi-588

ment results are shown in Table 3. We can see that589

when each of the above components is removed,590

the model’s scores on the w-F1. and w-Acc. met-591

rics are reduced to varying degrees. In particular,592

the effects on the model’s performance from large593

to small are Expert Proxy, Expert-specific Loss,594

Expert Assignment, and Expert Confidence. When595

the Expert Proxy is removed, EAAN-ERC can-596

not assign the proxy model to represent the unseen597

evaluator, which biases the final evaluation results.598

When Expert-specific Loss is removed, although599

the models in the expert pool can represent the eval-600

uators, they cannot learn the evaluation experience601

of the corresponding evaluators, thus the perfor-602

mance of the EAAN-ERC decreases when perform-603

ing evaluator-specific emotional evaluation. When604

Expert Assignment is removed, all expert models in605

the expert pool are assigned to participate in emo-606

tion evaluation, which also brings a certain bias607

to the final evaluation results. We observe that the608

Expert Assignment has a relatively small impact on609

model performance. This may be due to the more610

comprehensive emotional representation extracted611

by more expert models, despite being perturbed612

by irrelevant evaluators, which causes a relatively613

small reduction in model performance. Finally,614

when Expert Confidence is removed, the perfor-615

mance of the model decreases minimally, which616

means that calculating confidence will strengthen617

to a certain extent the overall assessment of agree-618

upon emotions. In summary, through this ablation619

experiment, we verified how important these com-620

ponents are to the model performance.621

4.4 Impact of the threshold M622

We then analyze the impact of threshold M on623

model performance. In the IEMOCAP dataset, the624

number of utterances evaluated by each evalua-625

tor (sorted from largest to smallest) is shown in626

Figure 4. The impact of threshold M on model627

Table 3: Ablation study of four components in our
EAAN-ERC on the IEMOCAP dataset.

w-F1. w-Acc.

EAAN-ERC 69.75 69.83
w/o Expert Proxy 68.32 68.11
w/o Expert-specific Loss 68.89 69.32
w/o Expert Assignment 69.45 69.25
w/o Expert Confidence 69.53 69.39

Figure 4: The number of evaluated utterances by evalu-
ators.

performance is shown in Figure 5. For example, 628

when M is 3, the first three evaluators (E1, E2, 629

and E4) in Figure 4 are filtered, which will be set 630

up corresponding expert models to represent and 631

participate in the subsequent emotion evaluation. 632

From Figure 5, we can find that when M increases 633

from 1 to 3, the performance of the model improves. 634

This is affected by the number of evaluators. When 635

M is set to 4, the performance of the model drops 636

sharply. This is because the number of utterances 637

evaluated by evaluator E6 is too small, causing the 638

corresponding expert model to be unable to learn 639

its evaluation experience, resulting in significant 640

evaluation errors. When the evaluators increase 641

from 4 to 12, the performance of the model has 642

a significant rising stage in the early stage. The 643

underlying reason is that as the number of expert 644

models increases, the extracted emotion represen- 645

tation is more comprehensive, which to a certain 646

extent makes up for the errors caused by expert 647

models in learning evaluators’ experiences. In the 648

later stage, the performance of the model decreases 649

again. The potential reason is that the gain brought 650

by the number of expert models is less than the 651

disturbance caused by the expert models in learn- 652

ing evaluators’ experiments. Overall, the model 653

performs best when M is set to 3. Through this 654

section, we know how the threshold M affects the 655

model’s performance. 656
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Figure 5: Impact of the threshold M on model perfor-
mance.

4.5 Case Study657

To further explain how our EAAN-ERC works, we658

visualize a case from IEMOCAP as shown in Fig-659

ure 6. This case illustrates how our EAAN-ERC660

imitates human evaluators to evaluate an utterance.661

We observed from this case that our EAAN-ERC662

predicted the same label as each evaluator. For663

instance, EAAN-ERC simulates E1, E2, and E4664

to predict emotion labels as ”Sad”, ”Neutral”, and665

”Neutral”, respectively. Then through the weighted666

aggregation of the predicted emotion distribution,667

we obtained a final prediction result ”Neutral” con-668

sistent with the label after the evaluators agreed.669

In particular, for the weights, since the evaluator670

E1 made an evaluation contrary to the agreed emo-671

tion, it is given the smallest weight by EAAN-ERC672

when aggregation. On the contrary, the emotion673

probability corresponding to the evaluator E4 is674

given the greatest weight when aggregating, and675

that of E2 is in the middle. In this way, our model676

EAAN-ERC can simulate the evaluation process677

of human evaluators to obtain evaluator-specific678

emotion evaluation results.679

5 Conclusion680

For more accurate ERC, we propose a new method681

called Expert Adaptive Agreement Network for682

Emotion Recognition in Conversation (EAAN-683

ERC) for evaluator panel-specific emotion identifi-684

cation. Our method imitates the process of evaluat-685

ing and annotating emotions by diverse evaluator686

panels. Specifically, we use multiple expert mod-687

els to mimic experienced evaluators and adaptively688

mix them to emulate diverse evaluator panels. We689

also calculate the emotional probability and con-690

fidence of each assessed utterance to simulate the691

evaluator panels’ emotional evaluation. Finally,692

we integrate the emotional probability with con-693

fidence to mimic the agreement of an evaluator694
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Figure 6: A case demonstrating how our EAAN-ERC
imitates human evaluators’ annotation process.

panel. Extensive experiments on the widely used 695

ERC dataset IEMOCAP demonstrate the effective- 696

ness of our EAAN-ERC. 697

Limitations 698

In this paper, for evaluator panel-specific emotion 699

identification, we propose a new approach called 700

Expert Adaptive Agreement Network for Emotion 701

Recognition in Conversation (EAAN-ERC), which 702

imitates the process of evaluating and annotating 703

emotions by diverse evaluator panels. Despite that 704

our proposed method can effectively improve the 705

performance of ERC on the IEMOCAP dataset, it 706

is suitable for situations where there are a small 707

number of human evaluators (such as there are 12 708

evaluators in IEMOCAP), and cannot be directly 709

applied to scenarios where there are many human 710

evaluators (such as crowdsourcing). To address this 711

issue, clustering a large number of human evalua- 712

tors is feasible so that EAAN-ERC can be applied 713

to the above scenario. Annotation work on datasets 714

with very large human evaluators needs to be done 715

and made public in the future, and how to effec- 716

tively cluster human evaluators also needs to be 717

further explored in the future. These limitations 718

will be left for future research. 719

The method in this article utilizes the hard la- 720

bel of the emotion evaluated by the evaluator to 721

supervise the training of the corresponding expert 722

model, which may cause the randomness in the 723

emotion evaluation from the same evaluator to be 724

ignored. It is a potential solution to establish soft 725

labels for each evaluator’s emotional evaluation 726

during the dataset annotation process to introduce 727
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randomness and guide the expert model to learn728

the emotional evaluation distribution. Moreover,729

there is also some randomness in the assignment730

of evaluators. The approach in this paper refers to731

the proxy expert model to represent rare evaluators732

to address this issue. However, when there is no733

evaluator identity represented by a designated ex-734

pert in the test sample, the method in this article735

will degenerate into an ERC backbone model in736

which evaluator information is not utilized. Better737

ways to represent rare evaluators need to be further738

explored in the future. Evaluator subjective simi-739

larity calculation may be a solution, which enables740

rare evaluators to be represented by existing expert741

models corresponding to common evaluators with742

high subjective similarity. How to design the eval-743

uator’s subjective similarity calculation method is744

also one of the issues that need to be solved in the745

future.746
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A Key Hyperparameter α 1028

The impact of the key hyperparameter α is shown 1029

in Figure 7. We can see that as the hyperparame- 1030

ter increases, the performance of the model gen- 1031

erally gradually increases and stabilizes later, and 1032

achieves the best performance when α is equal to 1033

0.8. This shows that the expert model’s learning 1034

of each evaluator’s evaluation experience will posi- 1035

tively affect the emotion inference on IEMOCAP. 1036

Figure 7: The impact of the key hyperparameter α on
the performance of EAAN-ERC.

B Comparison of our EAAN-ERC against 1037

Distribution-based ERC 1038

To tackle the inherent ambiguity of emotions and 1039

the subjective nature of human perception in ERC, 1040

Wu et al. (Wu et al., 2023b) suggest a distribution- 1041

based ERC method. This approach involves in- 1042

corporating Bayesian training loss by linking each 1043
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emotional state to a specific Dirichlet prior distri-1044

bution based on the utterance. In contrast to the1045

distribution-based approach, our method focuses1046

on leveraging evaluator identity information to ad-1047

dress the subjectivity of human perception in ERC.1048

Our approach aims to emulate diverse human eval-1049

uator panels, offering a distinctive perspective on1050

addressing this challenge.1051

B.1 Experimental Setting1052

To further demonstrate the effectiveness of1053

our approach, we compared our EAAN-ERC1054

with the approach in (Wu et al., 2023b) (we1055

called it "Distribution-based ERC"). We follow1056

Distribution-based ERC’s 4-way emotion evalua-1057

tion experimental setup, where leave-one-session-1058

out 5-fold cross-validation (5-fold CV) was per-1059

formed and the average results are reported. Also1060

same as Distribution-based ERC, weighted Accu-1061

racy ( w-Acc.) and unweighted Accuracy (u-Acc.)1062

are used as evaluation metrics for 4 categories.1063

In this experiment, the label ”Frustrated” is set to1064

-1 to exclude it from training and testing. All labels1065

of ”Excited” are changed to ”Happy”. The batch1066

size is set to 2. We use the Adam(Kingma and Ba,1067

2014) optimizer to train the model. The learning1068

rate is 1e-4, and epochs are set to 100. Early stop-1069

ping is performed when the valid set performance1070

does not improve for 20 consecutive epochs. The1071

experiments were conducted on A100 and the code1072

was implemented in PyTorch. Relevant code and1073

checkpoints will be made public on Github after1074

acceptance.1075

The experimental results are shown in Table 4.1076

We can see from this table that our method sig-1077

nificantly outperforms Distribution-based ERC by1078

10.05% and 10.46% on w-Acc and u-Acc re-1079

spectively. This shows that our evaluator iden-1080

tity information-based EAAN-ERC effectively ad-1081

dresses the subjectivity of human perception of1082

ERC from the perspective of the imitation of di-1083

verse human evaluator panels. This promising ex-1084

perimental result further demonstrates the effective-1085

ness of our method.1086

C Model Complexity and Computational1087

Efficiency1088

The parameter size of our EAAN-ERC is 12M.1089

In our experiments on A100 (training consumes1090

about 9G memory), each epoch training consumes1091

about 8.8 seconds, and it takes about 15 minutes1092

Table 4: Comparison of our EAAN-ERC with the
Distribution-based ERC(Wu et al., 2023b). Leave-one-
session-out 5-fold cross-validation (5-fold CV) was per-
formed and the average results are reported.

w-Acc. u-Acc.

Distribution-based ERC 77.83 78.12
EAAN-ERC 87.88 88.58

to complete a training task (i.e. 100 epochs in 1093

our experiments). We subjectively consider that 1094

the training resources and time consumption are 1095

acceptable. Each epoch inference consumes about 1096

5.8s. There are 151 dialogues in total, the average 1097

length of each dialogue is about 50 turns, and the 1098

time required to infer the conversation context of 50 1099

turns is about 38ms. We subjectively consider that 1100

the inference speed is also acceptable in real-life 1101

applications. 1102
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